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There is a huge
variety of blank
boxes and
containers

available online and on the
high street for decoration,
and the ways in which they
can be decorated are
numerous. Companies such
as Graphic 45 and 7gypsies
produce high-quality card-
based and metal containers
that are aimed at the
scrapbooking/memorabilia
area of the market.
Kaisercraft creates both
simple and shaped MDF
receptacles that are sturdy
and beautiful and can be

decorated in any number 
of ways. Rayher and
Papermania are just a couple
of the many manufacturers
that produce lightweight,
yet sturdy, papier mâché
items that are a perfect
blank canvas for any crafter. 

Box blanks can be
decorated in a large variety
of ways. Paper-based items,
like those made of wood
and MDF, can easily be
painted to create a solid
base or background for
embellishment. These will
withstand liquid paint and
ink as long as it is applied in
thin layers – too much

moisture will warp and
distort the layers of paper. If
you are covering boxes with
patterned paper or fabric,
spray glue is the best
adhesive to use as it gives
you a little time for
manoeuvring the pieces
into place before the glue is
completely dry. Spray
adhesive dries quickly,
allowing you to build up
several layers of decoration
without a long wait. Wet
glue, such as PVA, will soak
into the paper, distort it and
ruin your project. 

When you’re adding
embellishments, such as

buttons, a heat gun is usually
the best method as the glue
dries and sets quickly and
produces a solid bond to
hold your embellishment
securely in place. It is
important to remember
with lidded boxes not to add
too many layers of paper at
the top of the box where the
lid is attached. Even layers of
paint and sealer will add to
the outer dimensions of the
box and make it difficult to
fit the lid. 

If your finished container
is to be in regular use it is
important to varnish the
surface to prevent wear and

damage. There are many
products available and
which one you use is a
matter of personal choice.
Spray sealer dries quickly
and is easy to apply, but can
be expensive and a little
messy. Liquid sealers, such as
Mod Podge, are painted on
and take a little longer to dry
thoroughly. Both types of
sealer need to be applied in
thin layers and left to dry
completely between coats.
This can be time consuming
but is worthwhile as it
protects all your hard work
and keeps the finished item
in good condition.

Su Pennick is designing board games 
and storage boxes this issue, all with a
delightful vintage fun fair theme

BY SU 
PENNICK

Child’s

play
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CRAFT CROSSOVER

WHERE TO BUY
Rayher papier mâché box blanks,
acrylic paint and Glossy Accents 

are available from
www.thecraftbarn.co.uk

Kaisercraft products available from
www.merlyimpressions.co.uk

Papermania Bare Basics boxes and
brads are available from
www.therange.co.uk

Silver-lined pony beads are available
from www.bojanglebeads.co.uk

Fun fair cart box
MATERIALS

™ 13x8x16cm Rayher oval papier mâché
box blank with scalloped lid 

™ Kaisercraft Save The Date Milestone,
Invite, Burst & Cheers 12x12” 
patterned paper

™ Kaisercraft Fine & Sunny 
Alpha sticker sheet 

™ yellow, blue, brown, red & 
green cardstock

™ orange & red acrylic paint 
™ thick chipboard
™ 4 large pink brads
™ 4 yellow flower brads
™ black permanent pen
™ spray adhesive
™ strong glue
™ matt Mod Podge sealer

TOOLS
™ scallop-edged scissors

SIMPLY MAKE

1
Paint the top 9cm of the box
with two coats of orange
paint and the lid with red. Put

aside to dry thoroughly.

2
Use spray adhesive to cover
the bottom of the box with
Invite patterned paper. Add a

narrow strip of red cardstock
around the top of this and a 1.5cm-
wide scalloped strip of green
cardstock to the bottom edge.

3
Cut the green-edged banner
from Cheers paper, add the
alpha letters and attach a

brad to each corner. Fix this in
place using spray adhesive. Cut
small triangular flags from Burst
and Milestone papers and yellow
and blue cardstock. Adhere these
in place on the lid to form
bunting and draw lines between
to join them.

4
For each wheel cut one 5cm
circle from thick chipboard,
one 5cm circle from brown

cardstock, one 4cm circle from
blue cardstock and one 1.5cm
circle from red cardstock. Matt
these circles together to form
wheels, fixing a brad at the centre
of each. Use strong glue to fix
these to the bottom of the box.
Paint everything with two coats
of sealer to finish.
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SIMPLY MAKE
The box:

1
Cover the box inside and
out with two coats of
orange paint, and the lid

with two coats of green paint.
Leave to dry thoroughly.

2
Cut 4cm-wide strips of
Streamers paper and fix
them around the bottom

of the box using spray
adhesive. Attach to this a 
1cm-wide strip of scalloped
Milestone paper and a narrow
strip of red paper cut from the
edges of the letters on the
alpha sheet.

3
Trim a 14cm scalloped
circle from yellow
cardstock and adhere to

the box lid along with a 13cm
circle of Streamers paper. Cut 
a shaped panel of cream
cardstock, add the alpha letters
and matt onto the red side of
the Pinwheel paper. Adhere in
place on the box lid along with
two rainbow stickers from the

alpha sheet. Cover everything
with two coats of sealer. When
dry, glue heart-shaped buttons
in place on the box and lid
using a glue gun.

Dominoes:

1
Cut 28 rectangles
measuring 5x10cm from
2mm greyboard. Cover

the edges and both sides of
each rectangle with turquoise
paint and leave to dry.

2
Draw a turquoise line
down the centre of 
each domino.

3
Cut 56 4cm squares of
patterned paper and 56
3cm squares of matching

cardstock. Matt these together
using spray adhesive. Die-cut
eight of each of the numbers
from 1-6 from the coloured
cardstock. Stick these to the
matted squares leaving eight
blank. Don’t forget the doubles.
Cover all the dominoes with
two coats of sealer to finish.

Dominoes game

MATERIALS
™ Papermania large Bare Basics nesting

circular boxes 
™ Kaisercraft Save The Date Milestone,

Streamers, Burst & Pinwheel 12x12”
patterned paper 

™ Kaisercraft Fine & Sunny 
Alpha sticker sheet 

™ yellow, green, turquoise, red, 
orange & cream cardstock 

™ green, orange & turquoise 
acrylic paint 

™ 2mm greyboard
™ Sizzix Tim Holtz Alterations

Decorative Strip Chip Block 
alphabet die

™ spray adhesive
™ heart-shaped buttons
™ glue gun
™ turquoise permanent pen
™ matt Mod Podge sealer 

TOOLS
™ scallop-edged scissors
™ manual die-cutting machine
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CRAFT CROSSOVER

SIMPLY MAKE

1
Paint the box with two
coats of blue paint and 
the lid with two coats 

of yellow paint – inside 
and outside. Leave to dry
thoroughly. Use a sponge 
to paint white clouds on the
inside of the box
compartments. Draw flying
birds with a black pen.

2
Cut 4cm-wide strips of
Burst paper to fit around
the box. Use spray

adhesive to fix these in place
leaving a gap at the top of the
box and folding the excess
underneath. Cut a 13.5cm

square of green cardstock and
adhere it to the bottom of the
box covering the edges of the
patterned paper.

3
Affix a 13.5cm square of
Burst paper to the inside
of the box lid. Cut 3cm-

wide strips of Milestone paper
to go around the lid and fix in
place using spray adhesive,
folding the excess over onto
the top of the lid. Cut a 13cm
square of Cheers paper and
matt it onto red cardstock. Fix
this to the lid so it is covering
the edges of the Milestone
paper. Add alpha letters and

cover everything with two
coats of sealer. When dry, use a
glue gun to attach a variety of
coloured buttons to the box 
lid as shown.

4
Roughly cut five different-
coloured balloons from
Streamers paper and five

windmills from the Cheers
paper. Thread a bead onto a
matching brad then push the
brad through the centre of one
of the windmills. Open out the
legs of the brad to hold it in
place. Repeat for the other
nine beads and brads and
attach them to the windmills

and balloons. When
constructing these, add a spot
of Glossy Accents between
each of the components to fix
them firmly together. Use a
thin layer of Glossy Accents to
stick these to greyboard. When
dry, cut around the edges of
each leaving a narrow cream
border, and smooth the edges
using fine sandpaper if
necessary. Add a generous
layer of Glossy Accents to the
surface of each of the 10 game
pieces and leave to dry before
placing them inside the box
ready to play.

Travel game

MATERIALS
™ 14x14x3.5cm Rayher papier mâché

sorting box blank with lid 
™ Kaisercraft Save The Date Milestone,

Burst, Cheers & Streamers 
patterned paper 

™ Kaisercraft Fine & Sunny Alpha
sticker sheet 

™ red & green cardstock 
™ yellow, blue & white acrylic paint 
™ 2mm greyboard
™ 2 each of pink, red, green, turquoise 

& orange large brads
™ 10 matching silver-lined pony beads
™ black permanent pen
™ spray adhesive
™ Ranger Glossy Accents
™ coloured buttons
™ glue gun
™ matt Mod Podge sealer  
™ small piece of natural sponge
™ fine sandpaper
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SIMPLY MAKE

1
Paint the inside and
outside of the pencil 
case with two coats of

turquoise paint and leave 
to dry thoroughly.

2
Cut panels of Cheers
paper to fit the top and
sides of the box. Leave a

painted border around each
and fix in place using spray
adhesive. Cut and glue the
patterned strip from the edge
of the Cheers paper around
the box as shown. Cut a panel
from the other side of the
paper and fix in place at the
other end of the lid. Add a red
tab sticker from the alpha

sheet along with the 
word ‘DRAW’. 

3
Create three different-
sized pinwheels from
strips of Invite paper with

widths of 2cm, 1.5cm and 1cm.
Concertina-fold each strip
individually and stick the ends
together. Hold the pinwheels

together with a small piece of
tape at the top and bottom.

4
Cover the entire pencil
case and the pinwheels
with two coats of sealer

and leave to dry. Use strong
glue to affix the pinwheels in
place along with decorative
buttons to finish.

Pencil case

MATERIALS
™ Papier mâché pencil case blank
™ Kaisercraft Save The Date Invite &

Cheers 12x12” patterned paper 
™ Kaisercraft Fine & Sunny Alpha

sticker sheet
™ turquoise acrylic paint 
™ spray adhesive
™ strong glue
™ buttons
™ matt Mod Podge sealer 
™ sticky tape
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CRAFT CROSSOVER

SIMPLY MAKE

1
Paint the box base with
two coats of yellow paint
and the lid with two coats

of red. Leave to dry thoroughly.

2
Copy the carousel horse
template onto cream
cardstock three times.

Copy three lots of each
selected area onto coloured
cardstock. Cut out all the parts
and paper-piece them together.
Colour the hooves and twisted
pole with orange pen, and the
reigns with green pen. Use
coloured chalk to add shading
to the paper-pieced areas of
the horses. Fix the horses to the
box, evenly spacing them
around its circumference and
lining up the top of the pole
with the rim of the box.

3
Cut a 5.5cm strip of
turquoise cardstock and a
2cm strip of red cardstock

using scallop-edged scissors.

Affix these around the base of
the box, sandwiching a 4.5cm-
wide strip of Invite paper
between them using spray
adhesive.

4
Stick a 1.5cm-wide strip of
Milestone paper around
the box lid along with

letter stickers as shown.

5
Cut an 11.5cm circle from
turquoise cardstock, a
10cm circle from yellow

cardstock, an 8.5cm circle from
red cardstock and a 6cm circle
from Milestone paper. Matt
these together and cut a small
slit in the centre through all the
layers. Cut a 15cm length of red
ribbon, fold it in half to form a
loop and thread the two ends 
– 2cm of each – together
through the slit. Glue these in
place at the back of the circles
and stick to the top of the lid
using spray adhesive. Paint the
box and lid with two coats of
sealer to finish.

Carousel box

MATERIALS
™ 13x20cm Rayher papier mâché 

box blank with shaped lid 
™ Kaisercraft Save The Date Milestone

& Invite 12x12” patterned paper 
™ Kaisercraft Fine & Sunny Alpha

sticker sheet 
™ red, turquoise, green, yellow &

cream cardstock
™ yellow & red acrylic paint 
™ orange & green felt pens
™ coloured chalks
™ red ribbon
™ spray adhesive
™ matt Mod Podge sealer  
™ template as shown below

TOOLS
™ scallop-edged scissors

Carousel
template
actual size
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